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Firms to pump `800 cr Board e-watch may be copied by India
into state’s CSR fund GSHSEB’s Model Of Catching Copycats Hailed By Other Boards
Bharat.Yagnik@timesgroup.com

Mandatory
Donation Is 2%
Of 3-Year
Average Profit
Kapil.Dave@timesgroup.com

Gandhinagar: The Gujarat government has set up a first-of-it’skind Gujarat Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Authority for
creation of a CSR fund for funding
various projects, like toilet constructions and eradication of malnutrition from the state.
Maheshwar Sahu, retired IAS
officer and chairman of the CSR
authority’s governing body, said:
“We have initiated a process of creating a new fund in which registered companies in the state can
donate their mandatory 2% of net
profit to CSR. According to 2014-15
estimates, we expect this to generate around Rs 700 to Rs 800 crore in
funds by July.”
“We have taken up several pilot
projects like construction of toi-

lets for communities and individuals in rural and urban areas, eradication
of
malnutrition
by
modernizing anganwadis, innovation and entrepreneurship, diagnostic healthcare and skilling for
livelihood. We expect most Gujarat-based companies to come forward and donate on a regular basis
to the CSR fund every year. We have
started registering companies
across the state, to collect donations for CSR activity. This will also
help companies fulfill their mandatory responsibilities as well as
help in achieving the state government’s target of creating better social infrastructure. All the state
public-sector units (PSUs) are par-

ticipating in the funding,” Sahu
added.
According to provisions of the
Companies (Corporate Social Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014, every company, private limited or
public limited, which either has a
net worth of Rs 500 crore or a turnover of Rs 1,000 crore or a net profit
of Rs 5 crore, needs to spend at least
2% of its average net profit for the
immediately preceding three financial years, on corporate social
responsibility activities. The CSR
activities should not be undertaken in the normal course of business and must be with respect to
any of the activities mentioned in
Schedule VII of the 2013 Act.

Fugitive from WB arrested in Vatva
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: In a joint operation
with West Bengal police, city cops
on Monday arrested fugitive gang
rape and murder accused, Abhijit
Chakraborty, 29, of West Bengal
from Narol-Kheda road.
Police sources said Chakraborty and his accomplice had executed a contract killing in Polba
district of West Bengal. However
as the woman who had given the
contract did not paid the promised
amount pay, they gang raped her.
Inspector of Vatva police station Jaydeep Sarvaiya said a woman had given a ‘supari’ of Rs 3 lakh

to Chakrabory and his five accomplices to kill her husband Arjun
Chanda in March 2012.
“Chakraborty and his accomplices killed Arjun. However after the murder she
declined to give them the
money she had promised.
Enraged at this, Chakraborty and his accomplice
gang raped her,” police
sources said.
Later Polba police of West Bengal arrested all the accused. They
were lodged in Hugli jail. “In February, when the accused were being escorted to Hugli jail from
Chinsura court, along with 24 oth-

Union govt reluctant
to take up PoW’s
issue in ICJ

er accused, Chakraborty and his
accomplice threw chilli powder at
the escort policemen and then attacked them with blades and fled
away,” added inspector Sarvaiay. Police sources said after fleeing from the police
custody the accused parted
ways.
“Chakrabory travelled in
different states and about ten
days back came to Ahmedabad as his sister lived here. He was
looking settle here and was in
search of flat when we along with
West Bengal police in a joint operation arrested him,” said a police
official.

Ahmedabad: Students appearing
in their class X and class XII board
exams across the country may soon
find CCTVs keeping an eye over
them. Gujarat’s success with electronic surveillance inside the exam
halls may get national acceptance.
The issue figured at a meeting of
the Council of Boards of School
Education (COBSE) held in Gandhinagar. Participants at this meeting
endorsed Gujarat’s model of curbing copycats by putting all examination halls under CCTV surveillance.
Gujarat pioneered the use of
CCTV cameras and tablets in the
halls for SSC and HSC exams and recorded 6,000% jump in recording
copying cases this year. In 2014, the
state had recorded 135 cases but this

KEEPING A TAB
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Copy-cases

90
89
151
135
8,768
Source: GSHSEB

year, 8,678 copying cases were caught
on cameras. And, the results of both
class 10 and 12 dipped to a new low
with only 54.42% and 54.98% students passing this year. Experts say
that the long-term impact of such
practice would improve the quality
of education. COBSE general secretary Puran Chand told TOI: “In order to keep a watch over the examinees and their invigilators, CCTV
surveillance seems to be the best op-
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Ahmedabad: The first
merit list for class XI science admissions in Ahmedabad city will be declared
on Tuesday.
Cut off marks are expected to be lower, by 5 to
10%, at the majority of
schools here.
Even the most soughtafter schools are seeing a
drop in merit marks compared to last year.
Officials at the schools
said that the owing to the
low passing percentage
(54.42%) this year, the
number of students with
over 90% marks was almost half of last year’s.
This has reduced the merit
marks at schools.
Officials said there are
13,000 seats at 175 schools in
the city.

SCHOOLS CUT OFF
Schools

Own
students

St.Xavier’s Loyola (English Medium)
St.Xavier’s Loyola (Gujarati Medium)
CN Vidhyalaya
Vidhyanagar Usmanpura
Diwan Ballubhai Kankaria
HBK Memnagar

Of these 175 schools, 68
are
English
medium
schools. However, for students in reserved categories, forms will be available
from the office of the District Education officer from

PROTESTING FOR POTABLE WATER

ty on the Centre for remaining silent on the issue.
The Centre, however, was reluctant to take up the issue to free
the prisoners to ICJ and moved
the Supreme Court against the
HC order. The case is pending before the apex court for more than
two years and the SC too slapped
apenalty of Rs 20,000 on the Centre for its silence and for not coming up with the status report.
However, after 16 years of legal battle, the voice behind this
movement is now silent as advocate Paul died of heart attack
two days ago. He along with his
father had been diligently pursuing the matter and had left no
stone unturned to bring justice
to soldiers’ families. Advocate
Paul had also relentlessly made
various representations before
the authorities of both the governments so that the survivors
of the PoW can be brought back.

75%
73%
81%
83%
82%
70%

Only 11,000 indicate
college preferences
Ahmedabad: For the 35,000 seats
available in BCom, only 23,128
students have registered till now
and 11,000 have given their
preferences for the colleges.
GU officials said they have now
started calling up each student
and are asking them to come to the
helpline centres and fill up their
choices after which they will be
given admission. “Unless the
students give their choices, they
would not be eligible for admission
in any college,” said an official.
GU has opened a centre at IAS
study centre to help the students
fill up the choices. TNN

MBA, MCA admissions to
start from June 30

Cut-off marks tumble as
passing percentage slides
Other school
students

91%
88%
80%
87%
84%
74%

June 18.
The District Education
officer has stated that the
cut off for general category
students was 50% and for
the reserved category students was 40%.
The District Education
officer’s office said students whose names appear
in the first list will have to
pay the fees between June 9
and 10. The second merit list
will be declared on June 11.

Ahmedabad: Admissions to MBA and MCA
programmes will begin from June 30. Application forms will be available at the branches of Punjab National Bank till July 8.
According to officials of the Admission
Committee for Professional Courses
(ACPC), online registrations will begin from
June 30 and will continue till July 9. ACPC
will put in place 42 helpline centres where
students can seek guidance for online registration and also show documents for verification.
In 2014, ACPC had granted 11,365 MCA
and 6,790 MBA seats for admission. The committee had also okayed 7,807 seats in the
third semester for direct admissions.
But of the total 25,962 seats available in
2014, as many as 15,124 had remained vacant.
Of these vacant seats, 5,279 were for MBA
seats, 6,050 for MCA, and the remaining 3,795
were for direct admissions in the third semester. BCA or BSc (IT) students were also
given direct admissions in the third year of
MCA course.
ACPC officials said in a statement that
the students looking for admissions in MBA
and MCA colleges should wait for the main
(ACPC) admission to get over as this year too
there would be vacant seats. TNN

Cong launches ‘Bhim Jyot Yatra’
TOI
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Ahmedabad: Even as the issue
of Captain Saurabh Kalia’s
torture by Pakistan army is being debated to be taken up in the
International Court of Justice,
the Centre has remained in a denial mode to take a larger issue
of 1971 Prisoners of War (PoW)
to Hague despite Gujarat high
court’s order.
The high court’s order came
in 2013 and the Union government was asked to pay compensation to the families of 54 soldiers who were captured by
Pakistan army during the 1971
war, and never returned. The
families got news and evidence
too regarding their existence in
Pakistani jails.
Major General Jagjit Singh
Aurora filed a petition through
advocate Kishor Paul in the high
court for compensation and to
seek directions for Centre to put
in efforts to free the PoWs. The
HC order came a decade after filing of the petition. The delay
was caused by non-responsive
central government and the
high court twice imposed penal-

tion. We will convene another meeting very soon and there we shall discuss the implementation of
electronic surveillance inside exam
centres.” Minutes of the meeting
which were released recently said:
“The Gujarat Secondary and Higher
Secondary of Education Board
(GSHSEB) in its presentation shared
its work and experience in the area of
video-surveillance of its public examinations to control and prevent
malpractice and use of unfair
means. This innovative way of
maintaining the credibility of public examinations was highly appreciated by delegates who recommended not only its adoption/adaptation
in other member-boards, but also
urged upon COBSE to take up this issue of cheating in examinations
with the Union HRD ministry for appropriate action.”

As a mark of protest, a man slept in a water line that was being repaired in Hatkeshwar, on Monday morning.
The man said that he has not been getting water for the past fortnight
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Gandhinagar: The Congress
on Monday launched ‘Bhim
Jyot Yatra’ from Surendranagar
to mark the 125th birth anniversary of Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar.
Gujarat Pradesh Congress
Committee (GPCC) president
Bharatsinh Solanki and assembly opposition leader Shankersinh Vaghela flagged off the
yatra.
The yatra will cover 4,000 km
and pass through all 33 districts
and 8 municipal corporations.
At the launch ceremony, both
Solanki and Vaghela garlanded
the Ambedkar’s statue. Other
Congress leaders, including
party’s SC committee member
Raju Parmar, former MP Somabhai Patel and former MP
Kunvarji Bavalia, were present.
In his address, Solanki said,

The yatra will cover 4,000 km and
pass through all 33 districts and
8 municipal corporations

“The RSS is virtually ruling our
country and has no faith in our
constitution. Once the RSS chief
said to throw our constitution in
the Arabian sea and today he
has been given Z+ security by
the central government. If RSS
is a social organization, then
why Z+ security to its chief ?’’
Solanki said that Ambedkar
was appointed the chairman of

the drafting committee of the
constitution and then Union law
minister by the Congress party.
He made very valuable provisions in the constitution for the
welfare and betterment of socially and economically downtrodden class.
“The BJP government is not
only harassing the SC ad ST people but has also curtailed the
necessary budget for them. The
Congress will leave no stone unturned in getting justice for SC
and ST people,’’ he said.
Vaghela asked people to
come out in the open against “all
lies being spread by the BJP government”. “The SC/ST and the
downtrodden class must get
united to remove this government and in the forthcoming
elections of district and taluka
panchayat, the BJP must be
taught a lesson,’’ he said.

Lothal, ‘City of Dead’, being killed slowly City airport records
flyer movement of
5 lakh in 2014-15
Himanshu Kaushik

SOARING NUMBERS
Passenger movement at airport (In Lakh)
Year
Domestic
International
➤ 2010-11
32.16
8.26
➤ 2011-12
39.50
7.44
➤ 2012-13
33.44
8.18
➤ 2013-14
35.66
9.97
➤ 2014-15
38.34
12.16

The vestiges of Lothal site is overrun by weeds as tourists trample on the structure with little concern for its fragility
Himanshu.Kaushik
@timesgroup.com

Ahmedabad: The vestiges
of Lothal — a city dating
back to the 4,400-year-old
Harappan civilization —
are being obliterated. The
city, which lies only 74km
from Ahmedabad, has no
guards to protect it. So it is
common to see people stealing bits of history. And tourists trample the structure
with little concern for its
fragility. The site is overrun
by weeds, adding to the gen-

eral air of neglect and
chaos.
Lothal’s cemetery is no
longer accessible because
of wild growth on the approach.
The
cemetery
houses two skeletons which
were found during excavations at the site, carried out
between 1955 and 1962.
Lothal, which means
‘The City of Dead’ in Gujarati, attracts legions of visitors, particularly school
and college students. A museum containing articles
belonging to the Harappan

era is another major draw.
The excavation sites and
the museum are under the
care of the Archaeological
Survey of India (ASI).
ASI officials said that
shortage of funds has lead
to staff inadequacy, which
has affected even routine
maintenance tasks like
clearing of weeds. As of
now, the gateman of the museum has to run to the historical Lothal dock to caution
visitors
against
moving on the precarious
structure.

Also, boundary walls of
wells at the site are broken.
Paucity of funds has stalled
repairs. Indeed, money
problems prevent officials
from carrying out further
excavations.
Tushar Patel, a government employee who visited
the site on Sunday, said that
he asked the staff for information on the artifacts
found at the site. He said the
staff showed little interest
in responding. Patel said he
saw people playing round
with bricks from the site.

CITY DIGEST

New railway timetable
from October 1
The new railway timetable which was to be
implemented from July 1, will now be implemented from October 1. The Indian Railway
has announced that there will be changes in
the timetable of the train till October 1, 2014
and the old time table which was to be
changed from July 1 will now continue till 30
September 2015.

Short-term course: Archaeological Science
Centre, IIT-Gandhinagar, will be conducting a
five day (including one day fieldtrip to Lothal
and Khambhat) short term course cum workshop on ‘history, science and technology of
stone beads’ from 10—14th August, 2015. This
course cum workshop aims to discuss the development of stone beads through the ages,
literature/epigraphical references, typology,
techniques and sciences involved in the study
to interpret the past technology with the help
of experts and scholars who are either ar-

chaeologists or scientists working in archaeology and allied disciplines.

Lecture series on urban transport
planning at Cept: Lecture on ‘urban transport planning and management’ will be organised at the Centre of Excellence (CoE) at
Cept University on July 12. The lecture series
is aimed at achieving capacity building at institutional and individual levels. The course
will be designed to equip all the professionals
and individuals in urban transport sector.
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Ahmedabad:A slew of international events, better connectivity, regular lower fares offered by
airlines and positive sentiments
led to a record passenger movement at the city airport in 201415. For the first time in a single
year, more than 50 lakh passengers travelled in and out of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel International Airport in 2014-15.
According to the latest data,
in 2014-15, 50.50 lakh passengers
flew in and out of the city airport
including 38.34 lakh domestic
passengers and 12.16 lakh international passengers compared
to 45.65 lakh passengers in 201314, recording a growth of 10.7%.
In March 2015, 4.52 lakh passenger movement was recorded
at the city airport including 3.42
lakh domestic and 1.10 lakh international passengers compared to 3.66 lakh passengers in
March last year, recording an
overall growth of 23.5%.
“Events like Vibrant Gujarat
Summit (VGS) 2015, Pravasi
Bhartiya Diwas (PBD), PlastIndia 2015 and spur in movement
during festival season led to an
overall increase in passenger
movement in 2014-15. In case of
domestic movement, several

Total

40.43
46.95
41.62
45.65
50.50

times during the year, airlines offered tickets on low fares which
too helped in increasing the
numbers,” said an Airports Authority of India (AAI) official.
The tour operators and airline officials believe that the record movement on international
routes
was
majorly
responsible for such high numbers overall.
Tour operators believe that
with the economic conditions
improving, more and more people opted for foreign destinations for holidays on Diwali and
New Year.
“Interestingly, in spite of
high ticket prices people flew in
good numbers,” said a citybased tour operator.
The AAI official said that direct flights to Boston and Chicago from Ahmedabad, apart from
increase in frequency to Dubai
and Abu Dhabi were responsible
for the record movement.
“In terms of international
passenger movement, the numbers of fliers flowing out of the
country were higher than those
flowing in. The movement was
majorly on middle-east destinations. Also, it’s due to the increased movement of flights
that spurred growth,” added
AAI official.

